Optical detection and discrimination of cystic fibrosis-related genetic mutations using oligonucleotide-nanoparticle conjugates.
Novel methods for application of oligonucleotide-gold nanoparticle conjugates to selective colorimetric detection and discrimination of cystic fibrosis (CF) related genetic mutations in model oligonucleotide systems are presented. Three-strand oligonucleotide complexes are employed, wherein two probe oligonucleotide-gold nanoparticle conjugates are linked together by a third target oligonucleotide strand bearing the CF-related mutation(s). By monitoring the temperature dependence of the optical properties of the complexes, either in solution or on silica gel plates, melting behaviors may be accurately and reproducibly compared. Using this approach, fully complementary sequences are successfully distinguished from mismatched sequences, with single base mismatch resolution, for Delta F 508, M470V, R74W and R75Q mutations.